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1. INTRODUCTION
In peer-to-peer (P2P) systems a very large number of au-
tonomous computing nodes (the peers) pool together their
resources and rely on each other for data and services. P2P
systems are application level virtual or overlay networks that
have emerged as a natural way to share data and resources.
Popular P2P data sharing systems such as Napster, Gnutella,
Freenet, KazaA, Morpheus and others have made this model
of interaction popular.

The main application scenario considered in recent P2P data
sharing systems is that of ad-hoc querying: a user poses a
query (e.g., “I want MP3s with Jennifer Lopez”) and the
system returns a list of pointers to matching files owned by
various peers in the network. Then, the user can go ahead
and download files of interest. The complementary scenario
of selective information dissemination (SDI) or selective in-
formation push [6] has so far been considered by very few
P2P systems [3, 11, 15, 7]. In an SDI scenario, a user posts
a profile or continuous query to the system to receive notifi-
cations whenever certain events of interest take place (e.g.,
when a video-clip of Jennifer Lopez becomes available). SDI
can be as useful as ad-hoc querying in many target appli-
cations of P2P networks ranging from file sharing, to more
advanced applications such as alert systems for digital li-
braries, e-commerce networks etc.

At the Intelligent Systems Laboratory of the Technical Uni-
versity of Crete, we have recenlty concentrated on the prob-
lem of SDI in P2P networks. In this paper we survey our
work in this area, summarize our main results and compare
with related research. For more details the interested reader
should consult the papers [10, 13, 11, 12] and technical re-
ports [18, 9].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents a P2P network architecture for SDI. Then Section
3 summarizes our contributions in this area. Finally, Section
5 presents our conclusions.

∗This work was carried out as part of the DIET project
(IST-1999-10088), within the UIE initiative of the IST Pro-
gramme of the European Commission.
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Figure 1: A P2P architecture for SDI

2. AN SDI ARCHITECTURE BASED ON
SUPER-PEERS

We have studied SDI scenarios in the context of the P2P ar-
chitecture of Figure 1 which is based on super-peers. Super-
peer architectures for P2P data sharing networks have re-
cently been analyzed in [21] for the standard ad-hoc query-
ing scenario. The architecture of Figure 1 was originally
proposed in [3] in the context of the distributed event no-
tification system SIENA and later-on adopted by us in [11]
(SIENA uses the term server instead of super-peer but the
idea is exactly the same).

In the architecture of Figure 1 users utilize their clients to
post profiles or notifications (expressed in some appropriate
language to be discussed below) to super-peers. Clients play
a dual role: they can be information producers and infor-
mation consumers at the same time. The P2P network of
super-peers is the “glue” that makes sure that published no-
tifications arrive at interested subscribers. To achieve this,
super-peers forward posted profiles to other super-peers us-
ing an appropriate P2P protocol. In this way, matching of
a profile with a notification can take place at a super-peer
that is as close as possible to the origin of the incoming doc-
ument. Profile forwarding can be done in a sophisticated
way to minimize network traffic e.g., no profiles that are



less general than one that has already been processed are
actually forwarded.

In their capacity as information producers, clients can also
post advertisements that describe in a “concise” way the no-
tifications that will be produced by them. These advertise-
ments can also be forwarded in the P2P network of super-
peers to block the forwarding of irrelevant profiles towards
a source. Advertisement forwarding can also be done in a
sophisticated way using ideas similar to the ones for profile
forwarding [3].

3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
3.1 Data Models and Query Languages
We have developed the data models WP,AWP and AWPS,
and their corresponding languages for specifying queries and
notifications. WP is based on free text and its query lan-
guage is based on the boolean model with proximity operators
as known in the Information Retrieval (IR) community [5].
Data model AWP is based on attributes with values of type
text, and its query language is an extension of the query
language of data model WP. Finally, the model AWPS ex-
tends AWP by introducing a “similarity” operator based on
the IR vector space model [20]. The following three queries
demonstrate the features of WP,AWP and AWPS respec-
tively and their use in an SDI application for a digital li-
brary:

Smith ∧ (peer-to-peer ∨ (selective ≺[0,0] dissemination ≺[0,3]

information))

AUTHOR w Smith ∧ TITLE w peer-to-peer

AUTHOR w Smith ∧

ABSTRACT ∼0.8 “Peer-to-peer architectures have been...”

Our data modelling work complements recent proposals for
querying textual information in SDI systems [3, 2] by using
linguistically motivated concepts such as word and tradi-
tional IR operators (instead of strings and their operators).
Our data models and query languages are more expressive
than the one used in the centralized SDI system SIFT [20]
where documents are free text and queries are conjunctions
of keywords. On the other hand, we have only considered
notifications that have flat structure, thus we cannot sup-
port hierarchical documents as in the XML-based models
of [1, 4]. But notice that IR-inspired constructs such as
proximity and similarity cannot be expressed in the query
languages of [1, 4] and are also missing from W3C standard
XML query languages XQuery/XPath (the recent working
draft [14] is expected to pave the way for the introduction
of such features). We expect our completed work on models
WP,AWP and AWPS to serve as a guide for our current
work on these features in the XML paradigm.

3.2 Theoretical Complexity Analysis
In [13, 12] we study the complexity of the following three
algorithmic problems for models WP and AWP. The first
problem is the satisfiability problem: deciding whether a pro-
file can ever be satisfied by an incoming notification. The
second problem is the filtering problem: Given a database
of satisfiable profiles db and a notification n, find all pro-
files q ∈ db that match n. This functionality is very crucial
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Figure 2: Filtering time for algorithms for AWP

at each super-peer because we expect deployed information
dissemination systems to handle hundreds of thousands or
millions of profiles. The third problem is the entailment
problem: Deciding whether a profile is more or less “gen-
eral” than another. This functionality is crucial if we want
to minimize profile forwarding as sketched in Section 2.

Our results show that the satisfiability and entailment prob-
lem for arbitrary queries in WP and AWP is NP-complete
and coNP-complete respectively. Luckily, these problems
can be solved in PTIME for queries in appropriately defined
DNF forms. The filtering problem is solvable in PTIME and
more about filtering algorithms is said in Section 3.3.

3.3 Implementation, Performance and Scala-
bility

In [11] our group has proposed DIAS, a distributed infor-
mation alert system for digital libraries that follows the ar-
chitecture of Figure 1 and employs conjunctive queries in
AWPS. Work on DIAS has resulted in the implementation
of a prototype system called P2P-DIET that combines ad-
hoc querying as found in other super-peer networks and SDI
as discussed above [9]. P2P-DIET has been developed on top
of the mobile agent system DIET Core presented in [8]. P2P-
DIET implements sophisticated routing of profiles and noti-
fications by utilizing minimum weight spanning trees and a
poset data structure encoding profile entailment, and very
fast indexing at each node for detecting the set of profiles
that match an incoming notification. Preliminary evalua-
tion of these techniques by us (and previously by SIENA
researchers [3]) show that P2P-DIET is a scalable super-
peer system. P2P-DIET also offers additional features such
as allowing for network topology changes, fault-tolerance,
stored notifications, rendezvous files and others [9].

In [12, 18, 17] we study the problem of filtering for con-
junctive queries in AWP and present efficient main-memory
profile indexing algorithms. Figures 2 and 3 contrast three
of these algorithms: BF (the obvious brute force algorithm),
SingleWordIndex (which utilizes a 2-level index: an array for
the attribute names and inverted lists for their WP part)
and HashTrie (which uses a hash table pointing to word
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Figure 3: Filtering time for algorithms for AWP

tries that are used for clustering similar profiles). HashTrie
is a variation of the algorithm Tree of [19]. The three algo-
rithms have been tested in a digital library SDI application
using documents downloaded from ResearchIndex 1 and pro-
files consisting of technical terms extracted from the doc-
uments. The graph of Figure 2 gives us the time we need
to discover matching profiles for a single incoming document
while the graph of Figure 3 gives us the throughput achieved
by these algorithms. As we can see, HashTrie gives the best
filtering performance and, for a given database of 3 million
profiles, it can process a stream of around 150 KB of incom-
ing data (around 5 Research Index papers) per second.

4. P2P-DIET ARCHITECTURE
There are two kind of nodes in P2P-DIET. The super-peer
nodes and the client nodes. Super-peers are connected in
such a way that they form a general undirected graph. All
super-peers are equal and have the same responsibilities, so
the internal network consisting only of the super-peer nodes
is a pure peer-to-peer network. Each super-peer serves a
fraction of the clients and keeps indices on the resources of
those clients. A client node is a computer of a real user of
the system. Recourses - files that users want to share with
others - will be kept in the computers of the users, although
it is possible in special cases to store resources in a server2.
Clients are equal to each other only in terms of download.
When a client wants to actually download a resource, it
downloads it in a pure peer-to-peer way from the resource
owner client. A client node is connected to the network
through a super-peer node, which is the access point of the
client and it is not necessary for the client to be connected
to the same access point continuously. By adopting such
topology, we can handle critical situations, like the failure
of a node efficiently and develop a peer-to-peer service that
supports query and notification scenarios. To enhance the
general form of the network, we allow clients to use dynamic
IP addresses. Additionally, they can connect or disconnect
anytime or even leave from the system silently.

Each super-peer has a unique key assigned in the following

1http://www.researchindex.org
2This functionality is called rendezvous.

way: Each super-peer stores the max key in the network.
The very first super-peer (the one without neighbors) has
a key with value 1. When a new super-peer connects to
the network requests from one of its neighbors the max key.
Adds one to the max key and stores it as its key and max
key. Then broadcasts to all super-peers the new max key.
Each super-peer stores the new max key and maps the new
key to the new super-peer.

Clients may have dynamic IP addresses. It is obvious that
we need a way to identify the clients and we cannot use
their address to do that. The way to do so, is to assign
each client a unique key and identify the client from the key
every time it connects to the network. The key is assigned
by the super-peer, that the client connects to for the very
first time. The client key is consisted by two numbers. The
first number is the key of the access point while the second
number is the value that identifies the client from the rest of
the clients connected to the same access point. Every time a
client wants to communicate with the network, it must use
its key. In this way, the client key is a coordinate to locate
the client position in the network. For example, consider
the case that a super-peer AP1 creates a notification for
a profile of a client A because of a resource owned by a
client B and client A has as access point the super-peer
AP2. The super-peer AP1 uses the client key of client A
included in the profile of client A to identify the access point
of this client and sends the notification to that super-peer.
Then, the super-peer AP2 uses the client key included in
the notification to identify client A in order to deliver the
notification.

Every time a client wants to connect to the network, it must
use its key. The client sends a connect message along with
its key to its access point. The super-peer updates the client
entry with that key in the client list. When a user discon-
nects or equivalently terminates the client application pro-
gram, its access point must be aware of that. The client
sends a disconnect message along with its key to its access
point and the super-peer updates the client entry with that
key in the client list.

P2P-DIET fully supports client migration to different super-
peers without losing useful information like stored notifica-
tions or rendezvous. When a client migrates the new access
point of the client broadcasts to all super-peers this infor-
mation. In a future version of P2P-DIET, where a load
balancing mechanism will be included, the client migration
process will be very useful to move clients from one super-
peer with more clients (more resources to handle) to another
with less clients.

Clients may publish a resource by sending metadata for the
resource to their access point in order for other clients to
see it. A resource is a file of any type, for example, music
files or Microsoft Word documents. Moreover, clients may
subscribe their profile which is a long-standing query. This
means that by subscribing the profile, the user will expect
to find all files that exist on the network, even if the resource
owners are not online at the moment, and all the files that
will be published in the future. Additionally, clients receive
notifications on a resource through their access point. A
notification is a pointer to the real resource that is stored
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Figure 4: P2P-DIET architecture

on the computer of the resource owner client. Along with
information on the resource the notification concludes the
address of the access point of the resource owner. The client
will use the notification to identify the resource owner and
the resource name in order to be able to download it. A high-
level view of the network is shown in Figure 4. A layered
view of P2P-DIET is shown in Table 1.

Only the access point of the client knows if the client is online
and its address and there is no broadcast in the network
each time a client connects or disconnects. If a client A
wants to download a resource from client B : Client A uses
the notification of the resource to identify the access point
AP of the resource owner client B. Client A requests from
the access point AP the IP address of client B. If client B is
online then the access point AP sends the address to client
A or if client B is not online the access point AP informs
the client A on that. If client B has migrated to a different
access point AP2 then the access point AP informs client A
on that. Then, client A may ask for the current address of
client B from access point AP2. Client A changes the access
point in all the notifications that has received with client B
as a resource owner. At last, client A connects to client B
and requests the resource.

We expect our network to scale and support many clients.
Each client will have a few profiles, but may have a large
number of resources. Thus, the solution of propagating pro-
files guarantees the long-standing query ability of the profile.
When a profile arrives for the first time to a super-peer it
is saved in the client information data structure and the
super-peer will try to find matches between the profile and
the metadata files of its clients. If one of its clients adds a re-
source, this resource will be tested with all the profiles stored
in the super-peer, which are all the profiles of its clients and
all the profiles that are broadcasted by other super-peers.

It is more than possible that some of the clients will sub-
scribe with overlapping profiles. A more general profile will
produce notifications, that satisfy the less general profile
too. Thus, we do not forward the less general profile. When
a new profile is subscribed but not forwarded because of a
more general profile, the client will receive only notifications
on future resources and will lose notifications on preexist-
ing resources. This is an easy problem to bypass by firing a

query scenario for the new profile. The previous observation
eliminates the thoughts that the hierarchy removes from the
network the load of forwarding profiles. The profiles are not
forwarded but query messages are broadcasted. The load is
saved by the limited notification messages. In this way, each
super-peer has a profile hierarchy to organize the process of
profile forwarding.

Additionally, the system supports the typical ad-hoc query
scenario. Ad-hoc queries are answered by using essentially
the same notification mechanism that is used for long-standing
queries. A client sends a query to its access point and the ac-
cess point will broadcast the query to all super-peers. Thus,
answers will produced for all matching resources in the net-
work without affecting the original profile of a client. A
super-peer unicasts the answer to the access point of the
client.

Clients are not online all the time. When they subscribe
with a profile they receive notifications on preexisting re-
sources in just a few seconds. No one can guarantee that
the client will be online at the time that a matching re-
source is added to the network to receive any notifications.
We cannot ignore this situation and lose the notification.
Actually, we do not expect clients to wait online for other
clients to put resources that match their profiles. The noti-
fications are stored in the Stored Notifications directory in
the super-peer environment of the access point of the client,
and delivered to the client the next time that it connects
to the network. This means that when a super-peer realizes
that it must send a notification to a client, it has to check
if the client is connected or not. If the client is connected
the notification is delivered otherwise it is stored. The no-
tification is delivered to the client by its access point the
next time that the client connects to the network even if it
has migrated to a different access point. In the last case, the
previous access point will know when the client connects and
its address because the new one broadcasts this information
when the client migrates.

A similar situation is when a client A wants to download a
file but the resource owner client B is not online. In that
case, the client A may request for a Rendezvous with the
file. When the client B reconnects to the network its access
point informs it that the file must be uploaded to the access
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point of the client A as a Rendezvous file. It is stored to the
Rendezvous directory in this super-peer environment and
the next time that the client A connects to the network
receives a rendezvous notification even if he has migrated to
a different access point. Then, client A may download the
file directly from his current access point or the previous one
in the case that he has migrated.

An important need in an Internet scale peer-to-peer net-
work, is to add super-peers because the number of clients is
growing all the time. If there are already clients in the net-
work the new super-peer needs information on the clients.
It needs to know the access point of the clients that have
migrated to a new access point and the profiles but only
those profiles that have been forwarded. Without all these
information the new super-peer will not be able to serve
its clients and to find a match between the resources of its
clients and the profiles of others. In P2P-DIET a super-
peer may be added any time and then it will request all the
information that it needs from one of its neighbors.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have argued that SDI applications can benefit from re-
cent work on P2P systems and presented our recent results
in this area.

In collaboration with Peter Triantafillou’s group at the Uni-
versity of Patras we have also recently studied the problem
of load balancing in a hierarchical P2P system as a fair
resource allocation problem [16]. In related work we cur-
rently study distributed nature-inspired algorithms for fair
resource allocation in various kinds of P2P systems.
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